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Flower shoulder tattoo

Halloween makeup tends to be one of three directions: super glam with lots of glitz, impressive art, or instantly scary. Looking at the look that nailed these three aesthetics is as rare as the neighbors who give candy the size of a king. That's why you're going to be obsessed with this beautiful, creepy flower skull. Vanessa Davis — aka The
Skulltress— is known for creating some extra serious skull-inspired looks, all of which are beaming in between scary and very pretty. Think very detailed skull makeup done with lots of gems, glitter, neon, and pastel colors. Her latest makeup creation is total Halloween makeup #goals you're looking for something beautiful, bewitching, or
both. Using vintage floral motifs, Davis created a highly detailed skull design that stretched across her neck, shoulders, and half of her face using a creative mix of temporary tattoos, airbrush makeup, liner, shadows, and lipstick. The results are stunning - a super creative nod to the sugar skull without going far into Dia De Muertos territory.
It was made almost entirely from @sashaunisex transfer that was cut into a shape resembling half a skull, Davis wrote. She also uses Dinair Airbrush Makeup ($18) in Light Beige, Alabaster, White, Taupe, and Hot Chocolate; Stila Stay All Day Liquid Eyeliner ($22) at Olive; Makeup Forever Aqua Brow ($23) in Dark Brown; NYX Prismatic
Shadow ($6) at Fireball; Sugarpill Eyeshadow ($13) on Tako and Heart Shaped Cookies; and NYX Liquid Suede Lipstick ($7) at Cherry Skies.Want more? Davis has a lot of Halloween makeup inspiration that will kill any costume contest. The butterfly is broken. A magical mermaid. The Golden Goddess. Bird of paradise. The queen of
disco. For more Halloween lewks: Flowers are a common design choice for tattoos, and for good reason: each flower holds its own symbolism, both famous and unclear. For example, roses are generally considered to represent love, but can also stand for hope, a new beginning, and even pain or loss if paired with their stems or spines.
Another popular flower tattoo is lavender spring, which symbolizes devotion and tranquility and is known for its healing properties. Of course, just because a flower has a certain symbolism doesn't mean it's the only reason to get it inked. Tattoos are very personal things according to nature, so floral designs can also represent memory,
experience, or just love the aesthetics of flowers. Regardless of the reason for your flower tattoo, check out these 40 beautiful design ideas for inspiration. 01 of Jessica Chen's 41 peekaboo-style tattoos feature tiny watercolor lotuses just below the inner edge of the ears. It stands out, but can also be easily hidden pretty surprise every
time you tuck your hair behind your ears. 02 of 41 Give your tattoo the same subtle feeling as a real flower by choosing white ink. Because Because color, the stripes feel more purpose and light - effects that are helped by feelings like sketch outlines. The yellow inner pop also increases the impact of ink which is sometimes difficult to see.
03 out of 41 Floral tattoos don't always have to be small and dainty. Instead, design your bouquet of flowers to emphasize your love of botany. Using different types of flowers in bouquets makes the design also personal. 04 out of 41 Deep ankle tattoos are great for those who want a flash of ink without total, 100 percent visibility, so
placing a flower tattoo there makes it feel more personal and intimate. Design ideas that work well here include branches, single flowers, and leaves, as they have natural curves for their appearance, so it will work well with the rotation of your ankles. 05 of Flower's 41 tattoos don't always have to be too detailed. If you're someone who
prefers a little weird in their ink, a floral tattoo consisting only of a thin outline makes it feel simpler and more hand-drawn. Green and blue help give a better sense of the image, as well as add impact to the overall look. 06 of 41 Customize the flower design further by adding words or phrases. Here, the actual flowers are inked in a way that
seems to wrap around the text, making both elements glow in the overall tattoo. 07 of 41 Because the wrist is a part of your body that keeps moving and rotating, this is a great place to consider getting a floral tattoo, as the natural movement of the flower will complement your arm. This one is deliberately done at an angle to give you a
feeling of movement even when your wrist is static. 08 of 41 If you are a fan of minimal design, a small line art flower with your thumb is a simple way. By using a slightly thicker black line and placing ink on your hands, your tattoo is sure to make a visible impact. 09 of your 41 Thighs is a great idea for flower tattoos, as a large number of
surface areas mean you can allow your flowers to bloom and branch in all directions. This design uses a non-connecting, simple, medium line, which evokes the feeling of museum painting. 10 of Rose's 41 tattoos are common for a good reason: there are so many different variations that rose tattoos are almost always personal. This tattoo
has a realistic design that is aided by a line-art style alone that makes you want to reach out and touch it! 11 out of 41 Flower tattoos don't always have to be flowers or wild branches. For a more personal vibe, consider the flowers in the vase, such as this design. The inclusion of simple curved colors and lines also creates strange tattoos.
12 out of 41 For those who prefer small tattoos and with great impact, the line-art flower on one of your fingers is the perfect combination. The thin lines make the tattoo feel like it has more space than it actually does, elongating the finger rather than It. 13 out of 41 When getting very large interest, consider keeping working just to make
sure they don't feel overwhelmed with details. The rose is straight forward, but the detail of the lines on the leaves and the double lines on the petals keep it interesting. 14 of 41 While solo flowers are the goal for minimalist tattoos, you can still achieve the same vibe by putting some simple flowers together in an outline vase. Details are
added, such as the curve of the bottle and the floppiness of the petals, but otherwise the design is minimal. 15 out of 41 For those who want to keep their own flower tattoos, the inside of the ankle is a delicate and intimate placement idea. The long stem of this flower is inked around the ankle bone and almost seems to move with it. 16 of
41 Other ways to make use of the large space equipped with thigh tattoos is to design crawling up your legs and onto the sides of your thighs. Although the design is large, the thin and wispy lines, as well as the shadow of light, make it feel dainty. 17 of 41 Make your tattoo pop not only a job for color ink, it can also be achieved with
geometric additions like this triangle. By incorporating other simple shapes into the design, flowers become the focal point of the tattoo. 18 out of 41 Flower tattoos don't just have to be flowers! Tie up more nature by adding small creatures - such as these butterflies - or other natural elements such as landscapes or non-flower plants. 19 of
Mira Mariah's 41 Calla Lily designs can be made without your tattoo artist even lifting her pen. 20 of 41 For a very delicate floral feeling design, find an artist who is an expert in single needle design. A single needle will give you a very thin outline, which will make it feel light and whispy. It also allows for smaller designs if you want to add
additional details. 21 of 41 Use a very thin outline to give your flowers a whiny and windy feeling, as well as allowing the shade to feel natural, rather than hard. Although this design is placed in a large and large area, the tattoo manages to remain light and smooth. 22 out of 41 Floral tattoos don't have to be dainty and delicate; try a design
with lots of blackwork to darken your flowers a bit. Here, all-black branches, dark leaves, and dark shade add a little weight to the design in a good way. 23 of 41 If you like the look of tattooed armbands but don't want to take up so much space with one design, this two-pronged placement might just be an improvement. This frees up space
between the flowers while still having a wrap effect. 24 out of 41 Deep finger flowers are for bolder tattoo inventors, but that doesn't mean the design needs to be edgy. If you want dainty flowers to show off on the spot tense, go for a minimalist look without too much detail. 25 out of 41 Floral tattoos don't have to be dainty and and try a
design with lots of blackwork to darken your flowers a bit. Here, all-black branches, dark leaves, and dark shade add a little weight to the design in a good way. 26 of 41 Add a bit of fun to your design with great shapes in bright colours and dot details (reminiscent of 80s patterns - in the best way). Even shadows are done with dots, giving
a lighter look that allows the outline to stand out. 27 out of 41 If you're a maximum minimalist – aka, you like a bold but simple look – a small bunch of flowers filled with black gives you both the look you want. Ankle placement advances the idea, by allowing you to hide the design or show it off. sometimes it increases the feeling of
subtleness instead. This design also leaves dark lines and relies only on color to create the shape of the flower, increasing the dainty vibration. 29 of 41 If you prefer to use color on a more realistic design, this tattoo also leaves black stripes and instead uses a darker color to add definition to the rose. Shadows also give the appearance of
light and shadow, making the flower feel almost real and 3D. 30 of the 41 Other ways to customize your flower tattoo is to rearrange it as something other than expected. For example, cherry blossoms tend to be very colorful, windy, and light. Instead, the tattoo opts for blackwork, shade, and dark dot detailing to depict the flowers. 31 of 41
For flowers that take over your entire arm or leg, go for an outline design only. This allows tattoos to take up a lot of space without feeling heavy or crowded. 32 of the 41 common flower tattoos (but beautiful!) are stalk art lines that overlap as in this design. However, they are popular for so many reasons: they are easy to place anywhere,
can have a customized shape and size, and are minimal but chic. 33 out of 41 Wreaths are a great idea for flower tattoos as they can be fully personalized to tattoo recipients. In this design, it is the same bouquet of flowers, but you can easily make it a bunch of different types if you prefer. 34 of 41 Great ways to make some flowers feel
natural rather than repetitive, try having tattooed blooms connected to the stems. The dark dots detailing on the inside of the flower and around the outside also contrast with the light dot detail on the petals. 35 of 41 If you're a minimalist who prefers fluid design over geometric starks, one design idea is to make it look like it's made from
one single line, like this tattoo. Abstract properties also allow you to work with you to create a truly unique design. 36 out of 41 Make spring flower tattoos a little more interesting by placing them somewhere that sees a lot of movement, such as the wrist or ankle. Give the design even dimensions with multiple light shadows and hard-point
details. 37 of 41 For artistic individuals, add a little avant-garde properties to your tattoo by incorporating a color swatch right in the middle of the design. Use a medium thickness line that isn't straight enough on the other part of the tattoo to make it feel just as bold as the swatches. 38 out of 41 A fun way to add fun to a flower tattoo
without combining colors is to have flowers be the basis of some kind of transformation, like how this one turns a flower into a star. This allows the outline and small details of the tattoo to also shine through. 39 out of 41 Jasmine flowers are a great idea for tattoo designs because they come in a bunch naturally, so it won't look crowded on
the skin. The shadow of light also gives the flower dimensions, and the way the line appears to fade at the end makes it feel weightless. 40 of 41 Adding natural elements like the moon allows you to connect your flower tattoo to something personal and actually make it your own. The design is entirely done from the dots, allowing the tattoo
to use a lot of heavy black but still feels light. 41 of the 41 Behind the ears is the perfect place for a small flower tattoo, as you can make it look the way you want it to. While this small tattoo uses a lot of black to create shadows, thin stems and negative space on the petals keep it from feeling crowded with detail. Details.
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